
Tutorial BIG Game



Introduction Tutorial

Welcome to the BIG-game website: https://www.big-game.eu/
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BIG-game: https://www.big-game.eu/big-game/
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Click on the 
image to start

Click on the tab 
BIG game for

the game



Opening page of the game
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Choose a 
language: 

English
Dutch

German
Polish

Portuguese

Create player to
save progress

Skip to play
without login



Welcome by the mayor of BIG CITY
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Click on the red 
arrow to get 
welcomed



Meet the characters
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Click on each
character to 

continue



Choose a character and a location
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At the start of the
game, you can

choose any
location, except

for the
supermarket 

(when playing
Peter) or 

the apartment
(for all

characters). 
Reason: you have 

to get to know
them before

being invited in 
their home.



Bar on top, from left to right

Progress bar, coins, star Smileys Chosen character

and location
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Chosen character
and location. 

Click the arrow to
change

Level of 
happiness

of the 
character

Login saves:
• Progress bar
• Earned coins
• Earned stars



Going through the game
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Click X or NEXT 
to continue

Choose A, B or C 
as your best 

option



Earn coins with minigames
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By playing a 
minigame you 
will earn coins. 

Minigames 
randomly
appear.



Spend coins in the kiosk
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Use the arrows
to go through

the shop. 
Click on the item 
you want to buy.

Press leave to
return to the 

game



End of the game

When you finish playing the BIG-game, you can achieve a progress report by clicking on

BUTTON

With a login, the game will be saved to continue playing another time
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We hope you enjoy playing the BIG game!

The BIG Game is delivered by the following team 
with the support of the European Union:
- AFEdemy Ltd.
- SHINE 2Europe
- ISIS Institute for Social Infrastructure
- Foundation Mimo Wieku
- The Hague University of Applied Sciences
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